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“You mean, you want to take An Qi away from marriage?”

“It’s impossible!”

“You will put the Jones family in a dangerous place?”

“Patriarch and the others, they can’t explain to the Chu family.”

Old Nuo immediately refused.

This marriage is by no means a simple wedding.

It is an exchange of family interests between the two parties.

Now that the wedding stickers have been issued, the preparations for the wedding are almost complete.

At this time, if the Jones family loses An Qi, it will definitely make the Chu family ugly.

At that time, how could the Chu family easily let go of the Jones family?

Even when the Chu Family Patriarch became angry, he would join the Tang Family to kick the Jones Family
out of the Chu Family.

Such consequences are simply unimaginable.

Therefore, after hearing Meng Wanyu’s crazy idea, Old Nuo broke out in a cold sweat and refused again and
again.

“You know to explain to the family.”

“But don’t forget, An Qi has called you grandpa Nuo for more than ten years.”

“Why don’t you think about it, how can you explain it to An Qi?”

“You really bear it, look. It’s so sad and uncomfortable to An Qi?”

Meng Wanyu asked with a bit of sullen anger at Mr. Nuo.

At that time, Old Nuo lowered his head and was speechless when asked by Meng Wanyu.



“I’m sorry, the Jones family is kind to me, I can’t do the things I’m sorry to the family.” Old Nuo whispered.

“So you chose to be sorry for An Qi?” Meng Wanyu continued to ask.

This time, Old Man Nuo lowered deeper and didn’t speak again.

Obviously, the heart is caught in a huge entanglement and embarrassment.

“For so many years, An Qi has trusted you so much and has always treated you as her own grandfather.”

“Now it seems that An Qi has really made a mistake in paying.”

“No matter, since you are greedy for life and fear of death, you dare not offend Jones. Family, I’ll do it
myself.”

Meng Wanyu said angrily, and after finishing speaking, he chased directly in An Qi’s direction.

“An Qi,

let’s go.” “Sister Wan Yu will take you out of here.”

An Qi couldn’t help but answered. Meng Wanyu pulled An Qi up, leaped, and directly led An Qi out of the
wall, and then swiftly moved towards it. Fleeing outside the Jones family.

However, before the two of Meng Wanyu ran far, several figures appeared as if teleporting, directly
blocking the road they left.

“Go away!”

Meng Wanyu shot directly without saying a word.

Om~The

long sword hummed, and a little blue light appeared instantly.

The seven-foot Qingfeng suddenly unsheathed, with the long sword in his hand, Meng Wanyu cut out
angrily at the front.

Vertical and horizontal swordsman, running through more than tens of meters.

In this sword light, there is a faint ice-cold energy flow.

“Huh?”

“Bing Lianjin?”

“It’s strange.”

“Unexpectedly, besides the master of Tang Yun, there are people who use Bing Lianjin?”



“However, this power is far from it.”

Seeing Meng Wanyu’s sword and the two people in front of him , she was slightly surprised.

But soon, they were also suspicious.

The Bing Lianjin of the woman in front of him was far inferior to that of the Lord of Truth.

“Humph~”

” Stop talking nonsense!”

“Look at the sword~”

Meng Wanyu didn’t bother to waste her tongue with them, counted the swords, and shook the two people
back, Dang Even took An Qi and continued to flee.

However, Meng Wanyu’s strength was not at the pinnacle of entering Hua, and there was still a gap
compared with Grand Master.

Even relying on the strength of Bing Lianjin, he can barely contend with the master.

But don’t forget, there are two great martial arts masters in front of them.

In this situation, how could Meng Wanyu be able to stop it?

Sure enough, the sword energy that Meng Wanyu had cut was easily resolved by the two masters.

Then, the two masters flanked from left to right, and threw a heavy punch at the same time.

Bang bang ~

two dull roars in succession, Meng Wanyu’s body was like a broken kite, which was thrown out directly and
landed on the ground. Several mouthfuls of blood were immediately vomited out
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“Sister

Wan Yu~” An Qi also fell to the ground, but she was not attacked by boxing force, so she had no injuries,
and quickly stood up, and then went to help Meng Wanyu.

“An Qi, I’m fine.”

“I block them, you go first~”

Meng Wanyu is also a disciple of Tang Yun. After being strongly attacked by the two great masters, he only
vomited blood, but did not suffer much injury. .



After wiping off the blood on the corners of his mouth, Meng Wanyu once again stood in front of An Qi,
and at the same time asked An Qi to leave as soon as possible.

“But Sister Wanyu, you~” An Qi was a little worried about Meng Wanyu.

“Leave me alone, you go.”

Meng Wanyu said involuntarily, pushing An Qi away, and then rushing towards the two masters with the
sword again.

However, after all, the difference in strength between them was too big, and Meng Wanyu suffered another
severe blow after only one meeting.

This time, the two great masters never kept their hands. After one move severely inflicted Meng Wanyu, the
second move immediately made up for it.

Just listening to the sound of muscles and bones shattering, Meng Wanyu slammed heavily on the ground
again, his ribs shattered, and dazzling blood vomited all over the floor.

“Miss, if you want to keep your friend alive, I hope you go back obediently.”

After severely injuring Meng Wanyu, the two old men did not chase An Qi.

Instead, he stood there, watching An Qi’s escape from a distance, and the loud voice resounded like a
muffled thunder, resounding through the entire Jones family.

At that moment, An Qi, who was running away, stopped suddenly.

She didn’t run away, and knew she couldn’t escape at all.

She is still too small after all.

Thanks to her once, she thought she could save the world when she grew up.

But in the end, An Qi found that she was so small that she couldn’t even save herself, and even hurt her
friends.

“An Qi,

let’s go ~” “Don’t look back.”

“What are you doing when you come back?”

“Are you going~”

Seeing An Qi turning around and seriously injured Meng Wanyu, his eyes were red with anger.

She yelled vigorously, with anger in her sharp voice.

And An Qi just smiled, walked slowly in front of her, took out the tissue from her arms, bent down, and
gently helped Meng Wanyu wipe the blood from the corners of her mouth.



“Sister Wan Yu, I’m not leaving.”

“I’m sorry, but I hurt you.”

“You were right before, it’s useless.”

“In front of the huge family machine, I, Angel Jones, are too insignificant after all. a. ” “

any how I struggled, but also did not escape the shackles of the family. ” “

so, I figured out late Yu sister, I do not go. ” “

now I, although not protect anyone, but it can make Others do me, and take less harm.”

Listening to An Qi’s lonely words, Meng Wanyu was heartbroken.

She grabbed An Qi’s shoulder forcefully, and asked: “So An Qi, did you really decide to give up?”

“It doesn’t matter whether you give up or not. Maybe this is my life.”

“People born in the dark are destined to see no light.” An Qi smiled softly, but the smile was full of sadness.

These words seem to be said by a young girl who is exactly Fanghua, but like a centenarian who has gone
through the vicissitudes of time.

However, isn’t everything An Qi said at this time a true portrayal of her life?

The world may envy An Qi’s background.

Envious of her being born in a wealthy family, envy of her natural beauty, envy of his father and brothers
holding endless wealth and power.

However, does anyone know that An Qi, who was born in a wealthy family, has never been happy.

When I was a child, I was treated as a little monster, always living in the strange eyes of my friends around
me, being bullied and blinded by others.

Later, An Qi was raised in the deepest part of the family by her father and brother.

It is like a hibiscus flower, planted in a greenhouse that no one knows.

All day long, with loneliness and boredom.
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